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made by reissue.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to service provision by means of
communications networks. It finds particular application in
aspects Such as access control, presentation of Serivces to
users and management of those services.

10

15

2. Related Art

Increasingly in the future, different types of services are
likely to be offered over communications networks. For
instance the increasing capability of technology is enabling
a future where a wide variety of multimedia services can be
delivered to users over communications networks. These

services could include simple Voice telephony, multimedia
conference amongst many users, home shopping and video
on demand. Additionally uses may want Such services to be
delivered over a variety of terminal types such as a portable
phone, portable personal computer and domestic television
set with a set-top-box.
These services come not only from development of the
telecommunications environment, including telephony and
cable television, but also from environments previously
separate. Such as the computing environment. For instance,
there has been major growth of computer network services,
such as those available on Internet. Collectively all these

25

30

basis of which is described in “Distributed Artificial

services are referred to herein as information services.

Although to date (at least in the telephony world) the
communication network operator and the service provider
(SP) have generally coincide, this is not essential. Another
trend expected in the future is that, increasingly, the service
provider will be separate from the network operator. As in
the case of Internet, several SPs (vendors) may offer their
services (products) over a common network. Indeed, there
may be further complexity involved in that the “common
network' might in fact comprise multiple networks con
nected together, managed by many different network pro
viders.

In circumstances where many different services, Supplied
by multiple vendors, are available over one, or multiple,
communications networks, there is an opportunity for Ser
Vice brokers. Competitive advantage can be gained by Such
brokers by offering customers better services and more
effective access arrangements to those services. Another

35

40
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name for the service broker is a service retailer.

In the light of this accelerating complexity in the world of
communications, with many different entities being
involved in the exploitation of a fast growing range of
different services, there is a clear need for relatively sophis
ticated service provision and/or management systems.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to a first aspect of the present invention, there
is provided a service provision system, for making infor
mation services available by means of one or more com
munications network(s), wherein the service provision sys
tem comprises intelligent software agents in a computing
environment, which agents co-operate to provide access to
services for a system user, at least one of the agents being

By incorporating a reconfigurable Software agent in this
way, a service provision system can tailor access appropri
ately for users having different roles and needs in relation to
the system. A user in this context might for example be a
customer, needing to be able to request or use a service, a
service provider needing to amend parameters of a service,
or a retailer needing to add a new service to a portfolio.
Further, a customer might not be an entity who actually uses
a service, but could be responsible for arranging provision
and payment for a service which someone else actually uses.
Then again, a user might be (or represent) another piece of
equipment rather than being (or representing) a person.
An example of the way functionality of the system might
need to be modified is where a user of the system could
identify themselves as being a customer, a service provider
or a service retailer. A customer might need to be able to
request use of a service, which the service provider role
would not need, but the system would generally need to be
able to bar the customer for security reasons from at least
some of the functionality available to a service or network
provider. Hence the functionality of the system might need
to include service prompts in the customer but not to the
network provider, and might need to apply different authen
tification checks to the service provider and to the customer.
It is recognized that computing infrastructures in telecom
munications can become extremely complex and this could
potentially limit manageability, extendability, Scalability and
robustness. The approach exploited in embodiments of the
present invention, which provides simplicity in the
infrastructure, is that of intelligent agent technology, the

55

60

65

Intelligence', ed. Huhns M. N., Pitman, London 1987. An
intelligent agent in this context can be broadly described as
a software based entity which acts on behalf of another
entity. It might comprise updatable data, which might only
be locally relevant, and usually some sort of negotiating or
decision-making functionality. A community of agents can
then perform negotiation tasks amongst themselves to
decide a way forward on behalf of multiple entities in a
distributed system.
The service provision system might preferably be struc
tured in domains relevant to different entities in the system.
For instance there might be at least a customer-related
domain, based on a terminal used by the customer to access
the system, and a service provider/retailer domain.
Alternatively, there may be separate domains for the service
provider and retailer.
In embodiments of the present invention, the software
agents might sit in response domains. A reconfigurable agent
might appropriately set in a service retailer domain, giving
access the services and service-related infrastructure on
behalf of the service retailer.

The “portfolio” of available configurations might prefer
ably include a configuration for use by a user who does not
or cannot disclose an identity to the system. Such a con
figuration would generally include the facility of payment,
either actual or guaranteed in Some way, in advance of a
service being provided.
A reconfigurable software agent may comprise, or have
access to, a plurality of Software modules, reconfigurability
being provided at least in part by the agent taking selected
sets of the software modules. Each software module is likely
to comprise executable code, or code to be interpreted,
which the agent invokes and runs as a process. A selected set

US RE39,717 E
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of software modules invoked by the agent thus provides the
Adaptors are not essential but are useful in combination
run-time realisation of the service provision system, as with SIBBs. If adaptors are not provided, an alternative
determined by a particular agent configuration.
would be to build their functionality into SIBBs. This
The software modules are preferably available to more however would be likely to increase the number of SIBBs
than one agent configuration, making it possible to build a 5 significantly which can be disadvantageous in that complex
service provision system which is adaptable while re-using ity is also increased in the system.
executable code. The system can also be designed so that
Two types of software module are described above as
upgradable are relatively simple to do, for instance by potentially available to a reconfigurable agent; SIBBs and
adding to or modifying the Software modules.
adaptors. A third type of software module which might
Preferably, functionality of at least some of the software 10 usefully be provided, to control the reconfiguration process,
modules provides service-independent building blocks is a coordinate module. This can be used to control selection
(SIBBS) for services to be provided by means of the system. and/or modification of the software modules for each con
“Services' in this context means information services a
figuration. In particular, this module might provide conflict
customer mightwan to access by means of the system, Such resolution and/or prioritisation for sorting out conflicts in
as Video-Demand Service independent building blocks are functionality of the other modules in an agent configuration.
then pieces of Software, generally incorporating data and 15 According to a second aspect of the present invention,
functionality, which provide Supporting operations that a there is provided a service provision system, for making
customer would need in addition to the services themselves.
services available by means of one or more
Examples would be a “Help' facility or a “View-Charges' information
communications
network(s), wherein:
facility.
(i) the service provision-system comprises Software infra
SIBSS can be compound, in that they provide a facility as
structure arranged in domains, each domain providing
a whole, or they can be even more generic in that they might
functionality and data relevant to a respective aspect of
provide for instance a data-read operation which forms part
service provision, and each domain comprising an
only of the functionality needed to operate a “View
intelligent software agent;
Charges' facility.
25
ii) information services, and associated management
The use of SIBBS allows the system to be particularly
functionality, can be provided to users by means of
easy to upgrade for instance in the light of new services
co-operative interaction between agents of different
becoming desirable.
domains; and
Many users will also require the service provision to
iii) at least one of the Software agents is provided with an
confer an optimum level of effectiveness, performance and 30
available set of software elements, each element com
quality irrespective of their choice of terminal type of
prising service independent data and functionality but
configuration, or network conception. Services may be pro
elements of the set in combination supporting specific
vided by more than one communications network and,
services, such that the agent can enable provision of a
where a plurality of networks is involved, they may be of
first service by activating a first combination of ele
different types, such as mobile and fixed. Embodiments of 35
ments from said set, and can enable provision of a
the present invention can be used to optimise service pro
second, different service by activating a second, differ
vision over differing network platforms such as mobile
ent combination of elements from said set.
cellular radio or fixed point connection despite different
"Enable' in this context might mean for instance that the
constraints such as restricted bandwidth on mobile net
agent
allows access to a service, to a user of the service
works.
40 provision system. Alternatively, the agent might provide
This can be done by providing a type of software module Some functionality which supports the service itself. Such as
(in addition to SIBBs) whose functionality provides adap a billing or charging operation.
tation of functionality of the service provision system, for
The domains represent the division of the service provi
instance to meet user-specific operating constraints or sion infrastructure into areas relevant to the various entities
requirements. Thus the service provision system can for 45 involved. Each domain will provide functionality its rel
example respond appropriately whether a user is accessing evant entity requires. For instance, the user will need at least
the system by means of a telephone or a computer terminal, to identify themselves and the constraints and facilities (eg
or according to the operating system of a user's terminal. facsimile versus a telephone) of their equipment need to be
Alternatively, an adaptation module, or “adapter, might act identified. This is done via the terminal domain. A service
as a filter or translator of information the system provides to 50 provider needs to be able to access the content of a service,
the user, so that for instance technical data is filtered out of for instance to update text, and might need to be able to bill
information provided to a non-technical user. An adaptator for a service. This is done via a service provider domain. A
can also tailor the system to respond appropriately which service retailer needs to be able to run a service in their own
ever service is required, and from which service provider, in environment and will need therefore the capability of
the light of a service provider's or retailer's operational 55 loading/initiating a service and controlling a customer inter
constraints. Again, for instance if there is a choice of face in terms of quality of service and, again, billing. This
network provider, there may be operational constraints asso will be done via a service retailer domain.
ciated with a particular network aspect.
In practice, the service retailer and provider domains
“Adaptor software modules of this type would thus might be the same domain since the functionality needed by
contribute processes for establishing appropriate interfaces 60 the two roles might coincide. For instance, whether the
and protocols. The adaptation might either contain service provider bills the customer or the service retailer
standards, interfaces and protocols as data, or might contain does will be question of the commercial arrangements
means for locating them.
between them on a case by case basis.
As well as providing adaptation to operational constraints,
Agents in the terminal and service provider/retailer
the adaptors could provide other, related functionality. For 65 domains may co-operate in use of the system to give
instance, an adaptor might be provided which adapts the appropriate access to a user to an information service or to
language in which a service is provided for a foreign user. associated management functionality.
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There may be any number of domains as long as there are
at least two. In practice the number will probably be kept
low to avoid complexity. It will usually be an agent in the
service retailer domain or equivalent, as well as or instead of
other agents of the system, which is provided with the

5

available set of software elements.

Agents of the system may have access to the same set of
Software elements, or to a partly shared set.
Software clearly provides the basis of the infrastructures
needed in service provision systems according to embodi
ments of the present invention to implement Scalable and
deployable solutions. Different types of software technology
might be employed, and there are several functional design
approaches which could be used. However, a common
approach to the design and implementation of Software
systems in this technical environment uses object oriented
Software technology. This is known and used by interna
tional standards bodies (e.g. Open Software Foundation
Object Management Group (OSF OMG), Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI)). Reference might be made for
example to “Object Management Architecture Guide', Revi
sion 2.0, Second Edition, Sep. 1, 1992. OMG reference:

dors;
10

vices;
service content information.
15

25

30
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present invention can allow information service providers to
scale their service management infrastructure accordingly.
From the perspective of the enterprise involved in satis
fying the overall requirements of users there are likely to be
major challenges involved in designing a Suitable infrastruc
ture. A potential starting point would clearly be provision of
an architecture (from high-level design to low-level
implementation) that can technically and economically Sup
port such information services. Software and hardware
resources of the computing infra-structure would be
enabling components of the information service architec
ture. An aspect of the computing infrastructure is the pro
cessing environment and a known environment of Suitable
type for use in embodiments of the present invention is the
distributed processing environment (DPE) which allows
multiple processes to be run using multiple computer
“nodes'. The DPE maintains a view of the multiple nodes
and processes and handles message passing between nodes
and objects, providing a common language for the exporting
of interfaces for different objects residing on different nodes.
That is, it assists with aspects of the software and hardware
location transparency and facilitates that provision of Scal
able and deployable solutions. Standards for DPE already
exist and are being extended.
A node in this context might conveniently be provided by
a computer with processors and memory which is capable of
running an operating system, compatible distributed pro
cessing platform and objects executed as processes on the
computer.

In order to be commercially viable it is advantageous that
an information services infrastructure responds rapidly and
at low cost, and attractive characteristics would be that it is:
55

Flexible:

to optimise use of resources by dynamic deployment and

relevant context has been established.

By designing a service provision system according to an
embodiment of the present invention, there can be many
advantages. One of these is security against unauthorised
access. If the reconfigurable agent includes authentification
capability, access functionality might simply not exist until
an authentification step has been compiled with. This is
achieved by using an initial configuration of the agent which
includes an authentification process but no access capability.
The access capability is only brought into existence in a
later, post-authentification configuration of the agent.

The customer base for information services is particularly
wide. Initially it is anticipated to be particularly businesses,
Such as multinational corporations that have a range of fixed
and mobile communication needs including electronic mail,
Voice and video conference. However, based on the growing
insulation of high capacity transmission links into domestic
of personal mobility, it is expressed that the customer base
will extend to the domestic market. Embodiments of the

Each software module referred to above, whether a SIBB,

an adaptor or a coordinator, may be an object. This can offer
a particular flexible way of achieving reconfiguration. It is
possible to control behaviour of an object in response to
circumstances by the use of rules expressed as policies.
Reconfiguration can be achieved by modifying or Substitut
ing policies of objects in an agent. In embodiments of the
present invention, a particularly flexible use of policies is to
design policies to be external to the relevant object or
objects, only being loaded at run-time of the object.
A co-ordinator module in an agent may control not just the
set of Software modules in a configuration of the agent, Such
as SIBBs and adaptors, but may also control a set of external
policies available to them. Alternatively, an object might
self-configure, seeking the correct policy or policies, once a

integrated accounting and charging for a service set
supplied by multiple vendors;
security from unauthorized invocation and use of Ser
privacy from unauthorized access to service usage and

in the return of data, the attributes themselves are not

directly accessible by external objects. Such high degrees of
encapsulation have not been readily available in earlier
Software technologies.
Embodiments of the present invention are advantageously
based on object-oriented technology. For instance, in
embodiments according to the present invention, the Soft
ware agents may each comprise a set of objects and a way
in which an agent can achieve recofigurability might then be
to change objects of its set, either altering individual objects
or adding, Subtracting or replacing objects in the set.

dors;

consistent presentation of services across different ven

OMG TC Document 92.11.1.

In general terms, “objects' in this context comprise units
of software which represent entities or concepts of the real
world by means of a combination of data and functionality.
Data is encapsulated as internal attributes of an object and
the associated functionality is encapsulated as methods
which use or operate upon the architecture. Although an
object may receive a message from another object request
ing it to perform a method of its attributes which may result

6
Other potential benefits of the access arrangements for an
individual user might include the following:
single contact point for services from different vendors;
easy invocation and use of services from different ven

execution of software on the hardware infrastructure;
Extendible:
60

to add and evolve functionality and capacity to software
and hardware;
Scalable:

to cope with increasing numbers and dispersion of users
and computing resources;
65

Reusable:
to maximise software and hardware reuse and minimise

cost of extending and Scaling the architecture;

US RE39,717 E
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Adaptable:
to cope with changing, heterogeneous resources within
and connected to the infrastructure;

Manageable:
to exert necessary control over operation and planned
change in the infra-structure;

5

Robust:

to be fault tolerant and easily recoverable in the event of
failure.

Architectures according to embodiments of the present
invention can provide at least some, and may be able to
provide all, of these characteristics.
Another advantageous characteristic would be that the
communication network (or networks) itself is capable of
transmitting a wide range of services. There are networks
technologies which are capable of Supporting multiple ser
vice delivery and some examples of these are based on the
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) and synchronous digital
hierarchy (SDH) technologies. A common feature of such
networks is that they can use a range of transmission rates
flexibly, choosing that most appropriate for the service being

10

15

FIG. 9 shows the structure of a DPE relevant to FIG. 8:

FIG. 10 shows a computational view of access and session
concepts, by means of objects, in use of embodiments of the
present invention; and
FIG. 11 shows a principally hardware view of platform for
use in embodiments of the present invention.

delivered.

Future information service retailing might be offered
across a telecommunication information networking archi
tecture that brings together elements of the multi-service
network and DPE technologies mentioned. An example of
such an architecture is that being defined by the TMA
Consortium. Reference might be made to “Telecommunica
tions Information Networking Architectures”. Oshianwo A.
Boyd T. Proc. 4th IEEE Conf. Telecommunications, IEEE,

25

services sold;

30

35

40

negotiate a subscription to a service for the benefit of
end-users;

view current details of existing service Subscription Such
as usage permissions;
view historical details of existing Subscriptions such as
usage history and accrued charges;
enter a financial transaction to pay Subscription accounts;
request assistance on any aspect of the retail environment;
Supply their identity and undergo authentication proce

45

50

dure;

view and charge their personal customisation preferences
for each subscribed service.

These services provision capabilities can all be imple
mented using intelligent software agent technology.

55

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Embodiments of the present invention will now be
described, by way of example only, with reference to the
accompanying Figures in which:
FIG. 1 shows schematically elements of a service provi
sion system, according to an embodiment of the present
invention, for providing services to users by means of
communications networkS:

FIG. 2 shows different configurations which might be
taken up by an access agent in a system as shown in FIG. 1;

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY
EMBODIMENTS

Technical Context

London 1993.

As mentioned above, an important aspect of the compu
tational infrastructure of the service retailer is the imple
mentation of the access arrangements for users. According to
embodiments of the present invention, the implementation
of specific access arrangements Supplied by the retailer can
confer a number of capabilities for the benefit of users.
These capabilities enable the user to:
enquire of the retailer the range and specifications of

8
FIG. 3 shows schematically object types which an intel
ligent software agent of the system of FIG. 1 might com
prise;
FIG. 4 shows a specific set of objects for use in a “Sales
Agent configuration of an intelligent software agent of the
system of FIG. 1;
FIG. 5 shows a flow diagram of process steps in use of the
system of FIG. 1 to establish an outgoing service session;
FIG. 6 shows allowable transitions between agent con
figurations in use of a system as shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 7 shows a flow diagram of process steps in use of the
system of FIG. 1 to respond to an incoming service session;
FIGS. 8a, 8b, and 8c referred collectively as FIG. 8 show
information, computational and engineering representations
of a system architecture for use in designing embodiments of
the present invention;

60
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As mentioned above, a suitable technical context for

embodiments of the present invention would be an infor
mation networking architecture of the type defined by the
Telecommunications Information Networking Architecture
Consortium (TINA-C). Such an architecture is based on
Open Distributed Processing (ODP) principles of object
orientation and distribution, applied to telecommunications
system design using Telecommunications Management Net
work (TMN) managed objects and Intelligent Network (IN)
concepts for service management and control.
In a TINA-C architecture, there are three sets of concepts,
a logical framework architecture, a service architecture, and
a management architecture.
The logical framework architecture defines concepts and
principles for the design of object-oriented software that
operates in a distributed environment. Here a traditional
layered computer architecture is defined, with computers
and computer networks at the bottom, a distributed process
ing environment (DPE) in the middle, and (object-oriented)
application Software on top.
The application Software is itself Subject to organisation
in TINA-C. The service architecture defines basic object
types, and rules for their usage that can be used to design
application Software that provides services. A service is
defined as a meaningful set of capabilities provided to a user.
A service may have many users in different roles. For
example, the end-user is the person who uses the service for
its intended function, the service manager manages the
service, and the networks provider provides and manages
the underlying resources required by a service. The notion of
service in TINA-C applies to all applications that are acces
sible to users, including management services. The service
architecture contains a call model Suitable for a wide range
of service types.
The management architecture defines object types, and
rules for their usage, that can be used to design application
Software to manage services, networks and computing sys
temS.
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The (known) OMG type DPE core provides for commu
nications between objects, provides dynamic bindings via
trader function and provides notification servers to give
management information (such as faults, performance and
the like). It provides generic "Application Programming
Interfaces” (APIs) and message passing facilities. All appli
cation software is assumed to run on a DPE.

Available documentation, in addition to the reference

given above, includes a set of deliverables, such as “OO
Modelling and Design, by J Rumbaugh et al., published by

10

Prentice Hall in 1991, “Overall Architecture' TINA-C

Deliverable 1994 by M Chapman et al and “Guidelines for
the Definition of Managed Objects', published in “The
Management of Telecommunications Network” edited by R
Smith et al and published by Ellis-Horwood in 1992.
System Design Techniques
Referring to FIGS. 8a–8c, to enable system design
according to a TINA-C architecture, three ODP viewpoints
can be selected, these being as follows:
Information: a viewpoint on a system on a system that

15

information, such as video or voice bit streams.

A notation which might be chosen for computational
specifications in TINA-C ODL (Object Definition
Language), which is an enhancement of OMG IDL (Object
Management Group Interface Definition Language).

focuses on the semantics of information and informa

tion processing activities in the system.
Computational: a viewpoint on a system that focuses on
the distribution software objects and their interactions.
Engineering: a viewpoint on a system that focuses on the
deployment and distribution aspects of the system and
on the infrastructure to support distribution.
For each of these, a set of modelling concepts are defined,
providing a vocabulary that can be used to specify a system
in the viewpoint addressed.
The information modelling concepts shown in FIG. 8a
provide the framework for information specifications,
describing the types 801, 802 of information used in a
system and the activities that are performed on the infor
mation. An information specification describes the seman
itcs of the problem domain that the application software is
being designed for. For example, in a backing scenario an
information model may contain objects such as account,
debit, credit, and balance, and relationships such as debits
plus credits equals balance.
The fundamental concepts of information modelling are
objects, which are information bearing entities, object types
801, 802, that classify objects and define an objects char
acteristics in terms of attributes and operations that may be
performed on objects, and relationships 803 that define links
between, and aggregations of objects.

10
cation. The fundamental concepts of computational model
ling are objects 805 and interfaces 806, 807. Objects are the
units of programming, and encapsulation. Objects interact
with each other by the sending and receiving of information
to and from interfaces. An object may provide many
interfaces, either of the same or different types. There are
two forms of interface that an object may offer or use
operational interface 806 and stream interface 807. An
operational interface 806 is one half that has defined opera
tions that allow for functions of an offering (serve) object
809 to be invoked by other (client) objects. An operation
may have arguments and may return results. A stream
interface 807 is one without operations (i.e. there is no
notion of input/output parameters, requests, results, or
notifications). The establishment of a stream between stream
interfaces 807 allows for the passing of other structured

TINA-C has extended OMG IDL to allow for the definition

of objects that have multiple interfaces and for the definition
of stream interfaces.
25

30

The engineering modeling concepts shown in FIG. 8c
provide the framework for engineering specifications. An
engineering specification describes the deployment view of
a system in terms of which computational objects 805, 809
are placed on what computing node 810.
It also defines the infrastructure to allow objects to
execute and communicate with each other.
DPE and Hardware Context

35

40

Referring to FIG. 9, the infrastructure aspects of the
engineering model will define the Distributed Processing
Environment (DPE). As mentioned above the DPE is an
infrastructure (of known type) that Supports the interactions
of computational objects. The DPE shields applications
programs from the heterogeneous and distributed nature of
the underlying environment, and provides the mechanism
that allows objects to interact without knowing the comput
ing nodes 810 they are on. The DPE defines four types of
entity: DPE kernel 811, kernel transport network 901, DPE
stubs, and DPE servers 809.
The DPE kernel defines a core set of communications,

45

storage and processing capabilities (e.g., protocol stack).
This core set is assumed to be present on each node.
The kernel transport network 901 is a communication

Within TINA-C the notation chosen for information

network to which all DPE kernels are attached in order to

specifications is the ISO/IEC and ITU-T recommended
GDMO (Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects)
with GRM (General Relationship Model). GDMO is exten
sively used in the TMN community for information mod
elling and thus allows TINA-C to directly reuse this work.
Rumbaugh’s OMT (Object Management Tool) notation
(described in "Object-Oriented Modelling and Design, by
Rumbaugh et a, published by Prentice-Hall in 1991) is used
for graphical representation of information specifications.
The computational modelling concepts shown in FIG. 8b
provide the framework for computational specifications. A
computational specification describes distributed telecom
munications applications in terms of computational objects
805 interacting with each other. Computation objects are
defined without any knowledge of where the computational
objects will eventually by deployed i.e. distribution is made
transparent. This allows for the specification of a software
system that can tolerate the redeployment of software onto
different nodes of a network without affecting the specifi

exchange messages to facilitate object interaction. It is
defined in order to logically separate the computing network
from a transport network which is used for the transmission
of Voice and video. The logical separation recognises that
the two networks may have different requirements on quality
of service. However, they may both be implemented by the
same physical network.
DPE stubs are software modules linked with computa
tional objects which intercept interactions on objects, and
use the underlying kernel transport network 901 to establish
bindings and to transmit and receive invocation messages to
and from remote objects. In practice, an interface for an
object is designed and compiled. This generates a stub which
will receive incoming messages to the object and select
which operations is to be invoked by means of the interface.
DPE servers 809 provide infrastructure support. Two
examples might be a trader and a notification server. A trader
provides a run-time mechanism that allows objects to locate
the interfaces of other objects. A notification server enables

50
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objects to emit notification (i.e. significant events that occur
during the lifetime of an object) to other objects. Objects
wishing to receive notifications register at run-time with the

12
conference. Such as the users and resources involved. Main

tenance of State and the ability to suspend and resume
involvement would avoid the need for tearing down and
recreating the service each day.

notification server.

Referring to FIG. 11, the hardware view of a system in
which embodiments of the present invention might be built
is based on a transport network 1100 which will carry for
instance voice and data services, provided by service pro

5

viders to users. The users will be connected to the network

by different pieces of customer premises equipment (CPE)
1101, 1102. The various parties involved in offering and
carrying those services, such as the service retailer, service
provider and network provider, are also connected at com
putational nodes 801 to the transport network 1100. Intelli
gent Software agents, for instance a terminal agent 102 and
a suer agent 107, will sit on either the same or different ones
of computational nodes 801 connected to the transport

10

is created. It is deleted when he leaves. The service session
15

25
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session. A service session has one or more users associated
40

communication sessions if the service involves stream com
one service session.
45

50

The purpose of these separations is to decouple service
oriented activities from connection oriented activities. Many
types of services may exist in a further network and not all
will require the explicit establishment of connections
(streams). The service session is therefore a point of control
for all service types, creating communication sessions when
necessary.

Access concepts define those objects and interfaces that
Support user and terminal access to services.
Users need to have flexible access to services, in terms of
55

60

consider a multi-media conference that occurs over several
resources. The service session can maintain state about the

user session. A service session may have one or more
munication. A communication session is related to exactly

interact with each other and share entities, such as docu

days. During the night, when the conference is not in use, it
should be possible to release expensive communications

management components are not discussed further in this
specification.
A user can be simultaneously involved in multiple service
with it, and for each associated user there will be a related

nications session.

ments or blackboards. A service session logically contains
the service logic. A service session is computationally rep
resented by a service session manager. A service session
manager offers two types of operational interfaces. The first
is a generic session control interface. This provides opera
tions that allow users to join and leave a service. For certain
services it may also offer operations to Suspend and resume
involvement in a service. The second type of interface will
provide service specific operations, and will be dictated by
the capabilities offered by the service logic.
The ability to suspend and resume involvement in a
service is a desirable feature for some services. For example,

A Communication session is a service oriented abstraction

of connections in the transport network. A communication
session maintains state about the connections of a particular
service session, Such as the communication paths, end
points and quality of service characteristic. A communica
tion session is required only when stream between compu
tational objects are required. Computationally a
communication session manager provides the features of a
communication session. It provides a connection graph
interface of a service session to manipulate. A connection
graph is an abstraction that defines concepts such as end
points and lines. A service session expresses connectivity
requirements be adding, removing and linking end-points
and lines. A service session manager will request connec
tivity between stream interfaces of computational objects.
The communication session manager calls upon connection
management objects to establish physical connections
between the network access points of the relevant computing
node, and nodal services tat allow for a network access point
to be connected to the software stream interface. Connection

35

been identified: Service session, user session, and commu

A Service session is the single activation of a service. It
relates the users of the service together so that they can

session. Examples of state held in a user session include the
user's accumulated charge, Suspension and resumption
history, and service specific state Such as the current page
being edited in a distributed document editing service, for
example. When a user joins a service session, a user session
maintains links to the user sessions and thus provides a
group oriented view.

network 1100.

As shown in FIG. 11, the terminal agent 102 and user
agent 107 sit on the same computational node 801. These
agents are provided with data of various types, including for
instance user profiles in a user problem store 1103 which
happens to share the computational node 801 with the user
agent 107 and terminal agent 102. Other data stores avail
able by means of the transport network 1100, as shown,
include a policies data store 1104 and a management infor
mation data store 1105. The policies data store 1104, as
further described below, allows a user access agent to
reconfigure itself in order to change its response to user
interactions. The management information data store 1105
may provide global management information in respect of
services. Each computational node 801 is provided with a
DPE kernel 811, and therefore a protocol stack for use
according to DPE principles.
"Session' and “Access’ Concepts
TINA-C systems make use of “sessions' concepts and
“access concepts. These are as follows.
Session concepts define those objects and interfaces that
are required to Support the initiation of interaction with, and
termination of services. Although services by their nature
are different from each other, they all have a common
fundamental property in that the provide a context for
relating activities. Such a context is termed a Session. As a
generic definition, the term session represents a temporal
period during which activities are carried out with the
purpose of achieving a goal. Three types of session have

A User session maintains state about a user's activities
and the resources allocated for their involvement in a service

65

the locations from which they access the service and the
types of terminal they use. User access is therefore distin
guished from terminal access. An agent concept is used in
defining the TINA-C access model. An agent is this context
is a computational object, or collection of objects, that acts
on behalf of an other entity.
A user agent represents and acts on behalf of a user. It
receives requests from users to establish service sessions, or
to join existing service sessions, and creates or negotiates
with existing service sessions as appropriate. The creation of
a service session by a user agent is Subject to Subscription
and authentication checks. A user agent also receives and
processes requests to join a service session from service
sessions themselves. This is a form of in-coming call pro
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ing on each of the users’ terminals 1101, 1102 (the interface
identities of which were passed over in an earlier request or
response).
When the connection is established a response is passed
back to the originating user. The two parties can then engage

13
cessing where another user has created a service session and
invites the user to join in. User agents know the Subscribed
services that a user may create. This list can be presented to
the user when the user logs onto his user agent.
A terminal agent is responsible for representing a termi
nal. It is responsible for obtaining the precise location of a
terminal. Two examples are; the network access point a
portable computer is attached to, and the cell in which a
mobile phone is currently located.
In order to access a service, users must associate their user

agents with terminal agents. This is part of a logging on
process. A user may be simultaneously associated with many
terminals. For example, in a video conference a user may be
using both a workstation and a telephone. Similarly a
terminal may be simultaneously associated with many users,
for example, when in a meeting all users associated their
user agents with the telephone in the meeting room.
User and terminal agents are computational objects that
should have high reliability properties. These are required so
that the network software can rely on a fixed point for
locating users and terminals in an environment where both
may be moving around.
Communication Access And Setup by Users
FIG. 10 depicts a computational view of the access and
the session concepts together. The shade boxes of user and
terminal agents 102, 107, represent service independent
objects and the white boxes 107", 1006 depict service
specific objects.
Referring to FIGS. 10 and 11, in an example, a user
wishes to engage in Voice communication with another user.

in Voice conversation.

10

conversation. The user session 1010 can be used to record

the duration of the call, and thus be used to calculate a total

charge that can be added to the user's billing records, before
termination of the service session.
15

25
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Session 1010' interface. This interface allows them for
instance to define the bandwidth of video windows that are
35

1006 first creates a user session 1010' of the new user and

not in use, or to define which video streams are to go to a
set-top box or which to store via a Personal Computer. They
are likely however to have only limited general control over
conference conditions, such as how to gain the floor.
The User Service Sessions 1010, 1010' will inherit certain

functionality associated with a conference such as the need
40

45

50

55

Voice call.

then requests a communication session manager 1007 to
establish a connection between end-user applications resid

Each other user however will also have a measure of

customisability and control via their own User Service

network. Assume it is a workstation 1102 with window

The remote terminal agent 102 then alerts the called
user's terminal 1101, by presenting a window on the user's
terminal (for simplicity assume the user was already logged
on). The called user accepts the call and a response is fed
back to the service session manager 1006.
On Seeing the acceptance, the service session manager

Subject to constraints imposed by the Service Session, the
user may now have some level of control over the Service
Session. For example, in a video conference the service
session class may be set up to give chairman privileges to the
first entrant. The User Agent 107 now has to ensure that the
other participants in the conference are informed that they’re
in a conference in progress, with chairman privileges to first
entrant.

capabilities.
As part of a login procedure the terminal and user agents
is then presented with a menu of capabilities. He can make
inputs to impose some local or global preferences. Where
the terminal is a workstation, this will usually be by screen
inputs but with other terminal equipment it may be for
instance by means of a keypad or Swipe card or the like. Any
user inputs are passed to the terminal agent 102 which can
act on, or add, information (such as CPE capabilities) to the
inputs.
The user selects the voice call option. The terminal agent
102 passes the request to the user agent 107 to establish a
voice call service session. The user agent 107 creates a voice
call service session manager 1006, makes requests, passing
on requirements which the user has set, and joins the user to
the session, causing a user session 1010 to be created.
Another menu is presented to the user requesting the
identification of the user to be called. On input of the data,
the user agent 107 requests to the service session manager
1006 to join the new user into the session 1010. The service
session manager 1006 uses the identity to locate the called
users agent 107", and a request to join is passed over to the
remote user agent 107". The remote user agent 107" then
alerts its associated terminal agent 102 of the incoming

In the above, the user has selected a Voice call operation.
It is of course possible to select a more complex option, Such
as video conferencing. When the service session manager is
created in response to a request for an option, the requests
can be acted on by a factory component of the Service
Session Manager 1006 to provide a customized version of a
Service Session.

First, the user selects a terminal on which he will access the

102, 107 are found and associated with each other. The user

At any time either party may leave the session. This will
result in the other user being notified and the deletion of the
service session. During the voice conversation, Subject to
permission, each user may request another user to join the

60
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for video and audio streams and a data stream. This is

achieved by creating (via a factory) Connection Sessions
managed by a Communication Session Manager 1020. As a
result, streams in a conference can be potentially configured
directly (e.g. chosen not to send video), as part of the service
(reduced bandwidth allocation to a channel not directly
involved in the conference), or imposed by the User Agent
107 (e.g. to take advantage of low tariffs) or the Terminal
Agent 102 (terminal capacity constraints).
The Communications Session Manger 1020 sets up Con
nection Sessions as required (including packet Switched
virtual connections for file transfer etc.).
Service Provision Using Reconfigurable Software
Agents
The above indicates a technical context in which embodi

ments of the present invention could sit.
Referring to FIGS. 1 and 11, a service provision system
according to an embodiment of the present invention com
prises capabilities, expressed in a combination of hardware
and Software, which are structured in domains, these being
as follows:

i) terminal domain, 101
ii) service retailer domain, 103
iii) service provider domain, 104
iv) communication network provider domain, 106
The domains represent typical areas of Supply and man
agement responsibility and will contain, or provide, data and
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functionality, appropriate to their respective areas. Intelli
gent Software agents sit in each one of the domains 101,
103,104,106. The agents are responsible in each case for
representing a set of local resources, with respect to their
particular domains, and they negotiate with each other for
the best allocation of their collective resources to fulfil a
service request.
Communication between agents is handheld by the DPE.
This is embodied as a DPE kernel 105 residing in, and part
of the domains 101, 103, 104, 106. Message communica
tion between the agents can then be handled by the DPE
kernel. Referring also to FIG. 3, each agent is a computa
tional object and therefore comprises data and functionality.
Further, each agent comprises several component objects, or
object types, 301,302,303. These component objects would
usually be run on one or more of the computing nodes that
are distributed on a communications network. The objects
will be implemented by use of an object-oriented software
language of which several Suitable examples are readily
available, such as C++. Policies for these objects can be
implemented as data structures stored on computer memory
device 1104, which are interpreted by the component objects
and can be dynamically updated.
Use of policies is known and described in written publi
cations such as a special issue of JSAC on network
management, Volume 11, No. 9, December 1993, by J D

16
act as middleman or broker for service providers or
network providers
offer customised guaranteed services to individual cus
tOmerS
5

10

15

domains.
25

Moffett and M S Sloman.

Each agent uses local knowledge of its resource domain
to offer the Supply of those resources to other agents at
agreed Standards and specification. Any of the agents may
Supply and request resources.
Domains and Respective Agents
Anyone who needs access to the system, who may be a
customer or end-user but may also be for instance a service
provider or service retailer, interacts with the system via the
terminal domain, 101, on which resides the Terminal Agent
(TA), 102. A request for a service by a user would trigger
interactions between the agents, each agent representing its
own domain, which would then lead to a response to the user
based on the outcome of those interactions.
The terminal domain 101 “contains' the user and items

owned or controlled by the user, such as the user's personal
profile and applications, and terminal. The Terminal Agent
102 is responsible for representing the terminal resources
when interacting with agents in the retailer domain, 103.
service provider domain, 104, and network provider domain,
106. The terminal resources normally include service appli
cations (for example, an electronic mail editor), communi
cation capabilities, and user-interface platforms. Typically
the TA102 will negotiate standards relating to its resources
that include:
terminal resources

user interface capabilities (e.g. multimedia graphical user
interface) p1 processing capacity;
memory devices;
communications ports and capabilities;
Software operating systems;
applications specification and capabilities (e.g. video on
demand);
network access point specifications (e.g. type,
capabilities)
other factors that would be relevant to optimising the

Typically, the AA 107 will negotiate standards for its
resources that include cost, payment, quality of service
(QoS), security, information content, functional content,
format and control options and constraints.
Looking at the service provider domains 104, this repre
sents the domain of interest of sources of the services which

30
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can be purchased in the retailer domain 103. It “contains a
set of diaper service providers, each of which can be
represented by agents to negotiate with buyers in the retailer
domain 103 on Supply and payment for services, and similar
issues. (It could be viewed as a specialization of the retailer
domain 103 with a restricted set of customers and offerings.)
The service provider domain 104 contains another impor
tant agent type, called here the Service Session Agent (SA)
109, which represents the resources of an information ser
vice provider. In the usual mode of operation a SSA 109
Supplies information services requested by an AA on behalf
of the user. Typically the SSA 109 will negotiate standards
for its resources that include cost, payment, QoS. Security,
information content, functional content, format, control

45

options and constraints. The SSA 109 often will communi
cation with agents in the network domain 106 for the supply
of connection resources.

Looking at the network provider domain 106, this repre
sents the domain of interest of the providers of the network
used to convey messages e.g. from the user to the retailer or
50

to other users. It therefore “contains' the network hardware

and associated Software, and connection control features to

55
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enable specific IN services. The user would not have a direct
contractual relationship with the network provider which
instead can be regarded as a Sub-contractor to the retailer.
Another agent of importance is the Network Agent (NA)
110 which resides in the network provider domain and is
responsible for representing network resources. The NA110
will negotiate the allocation of network connections to
deliver services provided by other agents. Typically the NA
110 negotiates standards for its resources that include cost,
payment, connection addresses, bandwidth, QoS. mobility,
priority, performance, quality, security and control options
and constraints.

serv1ce proV1S1on;

Looking at the service retailer 103, this represents the area
of interest of the retailer who needs to:
facilitate access to information and communication ser
vices and associated tools

manage the services
It contains an important agent, responsible for providing
and managing the retail services to users and called here an
Access Agent (AA) 107. This is a version of the “User
Agent” described above in relation to a TINA-C architecture
and hence the same reference numeral is used in the Figures.
In addition to agents, the service retailer domain 103
contains a set of management processes to allow facilities
Such as the following: to monitor activity, make configura
tion changes, specify and enforce policies, maintain quality,
performance access etc. as demand and resources vary,
enforce payment and security related mechanisms, assess
interactions and add links to third parties, and advertise
services. These management processes Support the retail
services provided and managed by the Access Agent 107.
which services may be realised by resources supplied by the
retailer Such as billing, or may be realised by resources
Supplied by agents in the network or service provider

65

Referring particularly to FIG. 11, each of these domains
can be supported by computational nodes 810 in a network.
As shown, one computational node 810 carries both a
terminal domain 101 and a service retailer domain 103.
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These may alternatively reside on different nodes, or a
further domain, such as a service provider domain 104, may
additionally be resident on the same node 810.
Intelligent Agent Construction
Referring to FIG. 3, agents in embodiments of the present
invention are particularly advantageous in their novel con
struction.

Embodiments of the present invention realise character
istics of information services provision such as
extendability, flexibility, scalability, reusability and manage
ability through the use of a plurality of distributed,
co-operating intelligent agents, and by the novel construc
tion of the intelligent agents involved. Each agent shows a
design encapsulation that comprises several co-operating
component objects. As mentioned above, the agent is con
structed from a combination of three component object types
301, 302, 303 that may be added or removed dynamically.
These component object types are:
i) service independent building blocks (SIBBs) 301;
ii) adaptors 302; and
iii) a co-ordinator 303.
These are described more fully below.

10

Co-ordinator
15

Policies

In embodiments of the present invention, functioning of a
component object is determined by the set of operations
programmed at compile time. Such operations act on the
object itself and other objects in the system.
The execution of these operations is determined by the
object reacting to incoming messages or internal triggers and
responding according to the “system state'. The system state
is information held by objects and shared by inter-object
communication. It is determined by the value of attributes in
the object itself and those in other objects.
The operation of an object is fundamentally governed by
rules (or policies). Policies are embodied as data and they
control the task output of an object, the mode of achieving
that output and the relationship of a component object with
peer component objects. A very simple example of Such a
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rule is:

“if {tests on system attributes give a recognized condi
tion then do (or do not) perform operations on
{objects.”
In use of policies, they may be embedded in an object. In
embodiments of the present invention however, it may be
preferable that at least some policies are not embedded but
loaded by the object during operation. The object instead has
an embedded instruction to look for the policy, rather than
having the policy itself embedded. The policy itself is then
external to the object.
If it is desired to change behaviour of an object, one can:
1. change the system attributes. This might not be desir
able because external attributes may also govern the
behaviour of other objects which should not be
changed;
2. change the values held in the object with which the
system attributes are compared. This may provide the
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desired behaviour but could also result in other rules in

when a rule fires.

For each agent there is a single coordinator component
object 303 that is responsible for managing the membership
of the other component objects to the set that comprises the
agent. The coordinator 303 uses a set of policies to ensure
that member component objects can be used co-operatively,
to resolve policy conflicts and to establish collective and
inter-working policies for the whole component object set.
(Collective policies are policies that are available to two or
more component objects in the set.)
A co-ordinator 303 in this context might therefore be
generally described as a software entity having at least
selection and conflict resolution functionality. Examples of
conflict that might be resolved by a coordinator include two
objects which both have the instruction “never defer, and
two objects which both need the same resource. The
co-ordinator might modify an object to resolve the conflict,
and might use collective policies to ensure no more than a
certain proportion of the resource is used by any one of the
objects.
The functions of the coordinator 303 might in practice be
provided from more than one object, or distributed amongst
objects with other functionality.
Service Independent Building Blocks
There are one or more service independent building
blocks (SiBBs) that are responsible for the service manage
ment and service provision. SIBBs are units of both infor
mation and functionality that provide the services to other
agents or users. ASIBB may use various low-level resources
to deliver its service unit. It is the capability of embodiments
of the present invention for flexible addition of SIBBs to an
agent that contributes significantly to the extendibility, man
ageability and scalability of the information services infra
structure. SIBBs may be atomic or more usually com
pounded from sets of atomic SIBBs. For example in an AA
the composed SIBB called Accounter, which gives subscrib
ers an account enquiry, includes the atomic SIBBS data
locate, data read. It is by the construction of SIBBs from
atomic SIBBs that embodiments of the present invention
achieve in part the reusability of the information services
infrastructure.
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the object misfiring;
3. change the test performed on the system attributes;
4. change which programmed operations are performed
The concept of loading policies gives the flexibility of
doing any of these dynamically during run time and the
policies can be reused amongst many objects. For example
Suppose that a single object was replaced and the interac
tions of several objects should be changed to recognise the
new one. This can be done fairly easily with external
policies.

18
Known constructions, where policies are embedded in the
objects, require rewriting of code in the object to change
behaviour. External policies allow not only changes in
behaviour to be achieved more easily but also more freely,
and can allow extra behaviours (which are composed from
combinations/permutations of a programmed set of
operations) to be performed even if these were not originally
anticipated.
The concept of policies is such that an object must have
access to a Policy Interpreter. This can be internal or
external to the object. In order to locate policies, a policy
server might be provided, again either internal or external to
an object.
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Adaptors
The adaptors of which there may be one or more deliver
the core services provided by SIBBs in such a way as to
maximise the capability, quality and effectiveness of the
service. The agent tunes its service output by presenting it
through the choice and configuration of adaptors that are
most appropriate for the specific access circumstances of the
consumer of the services. Adaptors may be atomic or more
usually compounded from sets of atomic Adaptors. For
example for an AA the adaptor will support the account
enquiry service from a mobile telephone or a personal
computer by choosing different terminal adaptors.
Alternatively, an adaptor might “tune' service provision to
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a user in relation to other constraints such as the language in
which a service session should appropriately be conducted
for that user. Embodiments of the present invention achieve
their adaptability at least in part through the flexible agent
construction using adaptors.

5

Service Features

It has been stated that an important aspect of the infor
mation services infrastructure is the service provision for
users by the information retailer. According to embodiments
of the present invention, the implementation of the service
provisioning Supplied by the retailer will generally confer a
minimum number of capabilities for the benefit of users.
These capabilities might include:
1. Submit identifiers for the chosen usage context and
undergo authentication, (Authenticate).
Authenticate gives protection to users by giving various
levels of security against unauthorised service use or access
to information. For example, end-users have protection from
violation of privacy, subscribers from fraudulent use of
Subscriptions, retailer and service provider from unautho
rised across to sensitive management functions and infor
mation relating to services sessions;
2. enquire of the retailer the content and specifications of
services sold, (Enquire).
End-users, subscribers, buyers benefit from this facility
because they may search more effectively for services that
can provide the required service content. Also retailes and
providers can more advantageously advertise their service
offerings to interested customers;
3. invoke and use any permitted service to a specified
quality and negotiated cost, (Use).
This facility benefits all users by invoking the services
required in a way most appropriate for their access
circumstances, personal preferences, usage permissions and
usage constraints, and guards against conflict between ser
Vice sessions. For example an end-user may invoke a service
only under circumstances that are permitted by a Subscrip
tion (thus enhancing the contract between retailer and
subscriber). When used, the service is personalised to the
end-user's declared preferences and optimised by appropri
ately configuration for the end-user's usage context;

the most of the facilities:
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tions;

8. view and change user personalised preferences for each
subscriber service, (Set profile).
It is the user profile that customises the service offerings
to individuals users and empowers uses to tailor each service
to their changing requirements. For example the end-user
may specify a delivery destination specific to each service or
aspects such as look-and-feel on a graphical user interface.
9. negotiate and set-up a new Subscription or change the
characteristics of an existing Subscription Such as the
permissions of different users in an organisation
(Subscribe).
The facility for Subscription gives advantages to the
retailer and Subscriber in the ability to arrange a contract
efficiently and quickly. End-users benefit from rapid avail
ability of services.
It is the availability of these facilities optimised for
difference access circumstances of the user that gives com
mercial attractiveness of the retail products to customers.
Preferably, these facilities are implemented using the intel
ligent agent components described above.
AA Specialisations
The set of facilities described above shows the set avail
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4. view services available for use and associated infor

mation Such as usage permissions and constraints
(View services).
The view facility confers advantages to the user by
showing information Such as capabilities and constraints of
the services which they can use, for example restricted film
categories in a video on demand service,
5. View service history, such as usage record and accrued
charges, (View charges).
The advantage of this facility is that users may, if
permitted, see the historical use made of services and
associated charges. For example, a Subscriber can monitor
itemised billing for specific end-users in order that the
subscription can be administered effectively. An end-user
could benefit from being able to monitor for unauthorised
use of their identity;
6. enter a financial transaction to pay Subscription and
bills, (Pay charges).
The payment capability benefit anonymous users, Sub
scribers and the retailer by providing a financial settlement
mechanism. Several alternative means may be implemented,
Such as credit card transaction, currency Submission
acceptance, electronic tokens and direct banking instruc

20
7. request assistance and help on any aspect of the retail
environment, (Assistance).
Immediate access to help on use of services and facilities
is of great advantage to all users to give reassurance and aid
the most effective performance of tasks. Furthermore the
retailer and provider benefit from empowering users to make
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able in the general case. However, the way the agent
components (coordinator, adaptors and SIBBS) are chosen
and configured to implement these facilities is specific to the
user type. For example an employee end-user of a corporate
subscription has different needs from a domestic subscriber
arranging services for a family. The present invention in part
achieves customisation for user types through a number of
AA specifications that are directed at the needs of specific
user types. Each specialization is a reusable combination of
components that satisfy the AA needs of each user type. AA
specialization is further customised when the usage context
are established.

These sets are shown in FIG. 2 where the capabilities in
italics are not available in that Agent specialization. The
facilities common to different specialisations operate differ
ently according to the role of the user. For example a service
manager expects the facilities to operate differently to an
end-user. However, a user may change the usage context at
any time by Submitting different usage context identifiers for
authentication, for example by entering a different user
name and password. It is implicit that an identified user has
an authority level that may affect the privileges offered by
each facility to which the user has access. Such privileges
are held in the user profile and can usually only be changed
by other users granted responsibility and privileges to make
Such changes. This would be the case for a user adminis
trator for a corporate subscription.
A presentation of any of the agents is the default version
set by the service retailer. This appears unless data in the
user profile has bene customised by the user. Profile cust
omisation is provided by the Set Profile facility that may
incur charges. For example, the end-user, sales and terminal/
NAP agents can show advertising by default and a user
preferences to prevent advertising can carry a charge to the
USC.
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Referring to FIG. 2, the AA agent sets can be as follows:
Initial Agent 201
The agent normally encountered when a user or temrinal
accesses the service retailer domain. It will give access to
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facilities the retailer chooses to supply without user identi
fiers being submitted. The only facilities available might be
Authenticate and Assistance, for example to contact emer
gency medical help. In the case of simple voice telephony
this agent is analogous to soft-dial tone.
End-User Agent 202
The agent employed when the user has submitted or
identifiers that the retailer has authenticated as an end-user

of one or more existing Subscriptions. This agent will
provide the identified end-user with the personal service set
derived from Subscriptions that grant the end-user privi
leges. The facilities Enquire. Use, View Services and Set
Profile are restricted to the service subscriptions covering
the end-user. The Assistance facility Supports the activities
of end-user. View charges shows only the those aspects of
service usage and cost that the Subscriber (who is paying for
the service) has permitted the end-user to see. Set Profile
allows customisation of end-user profile data for services but
within the constraints of the corresponding Subscriptions.
Subscribe and pay charges are not possible from this agent.
The end-user agent has particular application to end-users
who are not responsible for arranging provision of services,
for example children in a household or corporate employees
who expect only to use services. An end-user may be
identified personally or by the role they are fulfilling within
an identified organisations, for example a doctor on-call.
(The End-User agent does not necessarily however pressure
that a user is human)
Subscriber Agent 203
The agent employed when the user has submitted identi
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fiers that the retailer has authenticated as that of the sub

scriber role. This agent gives the subscriber capabilities to
administer Subscriptions that grant service access to nomi
nated end-users, terminals or network access points. Enquire
helps the subscriber find any retailer service that may be
purchased by the Subscriber, according to the search criteria
submitted. Use allows limited invocation for the purpose of
trailing or testing the services on sale. View Services, View
Charges and Pay Charges act upon purchased subscriptions.
Set Profile allows the subscriber to set mandatory or optional
defaults in the profiles of the end-users, terminals or NAPS
that are covered by the Subscriptions. Assistance Supports

35

criteria submitted. Use allows authorised invocations for the
40

the activities of subscribers.

The Subscriber agent is of particular use for corporate
subscriptions where the subscriber (the purchaser) may
appoint service administrators to manage the Subscriptions
for corporate employees who are the end-users. Terminal
and/or Network Access Point (NAP) Agent 204
The agent employed when the terminal and/or network
access point to which the terminal is connected have Sub
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will make free services available where identification is not

necessary but will make chargeable services available when
credit or payment guarantees have been Supplied by the
anonymous user and accepted by the service retailer. An
example use of the Anonymous Agent is an anonymous call

purpose of trailing, testing and using the services on sale.
Subscribe takes the potential purchaser through the subscrip
tion process which includes Submitting payment guarantees,
for example credit checks. Assistance Supports the activities
of potential purchasers. View Charges, Pay Charges and Set
Profile are also possible from this agent.
This agent finds particular application in domestic or
small businesses where the end-user may also be the sub
scriber.

mitted identifiers that the retailer has authenticated as a

temrinal and/or network access point covered by an existing
Subscription. This specialisation is similar to the end-User
Agent. The profile data does not presume a human user. An
example use of this agent is a Subscription that covers a
mobile phone but not any of the human users carrying it.
Another example is for a videophone connected to a fixed
NAP to which any office personnel have access. Subscribe
and pay charges are not possible from this agent.
Anonymous Agent 205
The agent employed when the user intends to remain
anonymous by not Submitting any identification. This agent

22
from a public communication point where the anonymous
user pays at time of service usage by a cash or electronic
tokens. Enquire finds any retailer service available to an
anonymous user, according to the search criteria Submitted.
Use allows any free service invocation but for chargeable
services will first require the pay charges facility to accept
payment guarantees. Some services are provided on a
browse basis which will allow the user to sample service
content or advertising without payment. The user may
choose to invoke and consequently pay for chargeable
service usage as appropriate. Assistance Supports the activi
ties of anonymous users. Subscribe and Set Profile are not
possible from this agent.
Management Agent 206
The agent employed by a user acting in the role of service
manager asking on behalf of the service retailer. Managers
have access to sensitive service management activities that
the retailer wants to perform. An example is the termination
of a faulty service session of fraud audit on a service session.
The authentication required to identify a service manager is
stronger than for other users and may require extra steps and
code in the authenticator. Enquire. Use and View Services
relate to the services to which the manager has been granted
manager privileges. Use invokes the management facilities
on services which may include viewing the audit log of a
user which contains the history of service usage. Set Profile
allows customisation of manager profile data. Assistance
Supports the activities of retail managers. Subscribe allows
a manger to change the management services and facilities
available, including granting privileges to other managers
with less authority. Pay Charges and View charges are not
possible from this agent.
Sales Agent 207
This agent is assigned on users identified to be acting as
potential subscribers or end-users in order that they may
assess service specifications, performance, retailer facilities
and other factors that might influence a purchasing decision.
The main purpose of the agent is to sell retail services.
Enquire finds any retailer service according to the search
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Provider Agent 208
This agent is used by the service provider to access
management aspects of servicing logic or content that are
the responsibility of the service provider. For example, a
Service Provider may want to update or change library
information contained by a video-on-demand service. The
strength of authentication is stronger than for most other
users and may require extra steps and code in the authenti
cator. Enquire. Use and View Services facilities operate on
the services to which Provider privilege has been granted.
Use allows the provider to invoke the service functions
required for provider management of the service. Set Profile
allows customisation of provider profile data. Assistance
Supports the activities of providing managers. View
Charges, Pay Charges and Subscribe are not possible from
this agent.
Buyer Agent 209
This agent is used by retailer representatives to negotiate
wholesale service provision contracts with providers of
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service components and network capabilities for inclusion
into other services. The strength of authentication is stronger
than for most other users and may require extra steps and
code in the authenticator. Use services is not possible from
this agent.
Reconfiguration
Reconfiguration from one agent set to another can be
done, for any one object, by using a policy which relates to
context. However, this is relatively complex. Alternatively,
the same object can be used but with different policies, or a
new object can be introduced. The second two processes will
be controlled by the coordinator.
For instance, using a policy which relates to context, if the
Access Agent is to reconfigure from the Initial Agent 201 to
the Subscriber 208, then the Authenticate functionality will
still be needed but will need to be strengthened. This might
be done by using a policy which sets out:
“If service requires authentification, then offer a first level
of authentification unless the usage context shows user
requested any of (End User, Terminal. Anonymous,
Subscriber, Sales)-specific functionality, in which case offer

10

necessary.
15

In an example of using different with an object, in
reconfiguring from the Anonymous Agent 208 to the End
User Agent 202, the Locator SIBB will need new policies

In an example of introducing a new object, in going from
the initial Agent 201 to the Provider Agent 208, the new
object “Enquire' will need to be added to the set.
AA Components
Referring to FIG. 4, this shows specific adaptors and
SIBBs of the AA in its Sales Agent configuration. That is, it
shows a set of specific Sales Agent components which will
fulfil all the service provisions of the Sales Agent to a high
level of functionality.
The co-ordinator is responsible for the selection and
inter-working of AA components and manages the interfaces
through which communication with the AA can be initiated.
When the context of this communication is established by
the coordinator it may pass on interface references so that
AA components and external objects can communicate
directly. The coordinator is responsible for receiving the
usage context data when a user first accesses the retail
facilities. Usage context data contains technical specification
of the specific access arrangements employed by the user,
includes user identifiers submitted for authentication (or
specifies the absence thereof), and contains information on
the purpose for which the user is accessing the system. The
usage context data is used by the coordinator to select
appropriate adaptors and SIBBS having negotiated with the
TA for corresponding allocation of terminal resources to
match the adaptors.
The following components are compound SIBBs:
Usage Context holds and manages data that describes all
aspects of the current usage context (the user's identity and
role) and may include terminal resource specification and
identity, NAP specification and identity.
Usage and Account holds and manages data that describes
the history of service usage and corresponding usage
context, charged incurred, credit limits, charges paid and
other data relevant to accounting and usage history.
User Profile holds and manages data that characterises the
specific preferences for invoking and receiving services and
facilities relevant to the usage context. For example service
diversions, or preferred UI look and feel.
Service Subscription holds and manages data specified by
the subscriber and retailer that defines the capabilities and
constraints of Subscriptions that cover the usage context.

Accounter implements the acquisition and billing of usage
and account data Submitted from service sessions and pre
pares a view of this data for the view charges or pay charges
facilities.

a second level of authentication'.

because the set of service resources to be located will be
different in each case.
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Authenticator implements the “authenticate” function
which receives identifiers corresponding to any of the user,
terminal and network access point and by appropriate tests
determines that the identifiers are authentic and being used
legitimately. The authenticated usage identifiers are made
available to the other SIBBs and adaptors to find the
associated data records and self configure appropriately.
Locator performs the function of finding resources that
correspond to the Subscription covering the current usage
context. The importance of the locator is that the resource
locations are identified so that when services are invoked by
the user there is no appreciable delay to the user. Without the
locator real-time trading or object request brokering is
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Profile Manager implements the “subscribe” facility to
negotiate the purchase and provision of a service and change
subscription details held in the Service Subscription Data.
This component maintains and updates User Profile Data
when instructed by the user employing the set profile
facility. User Profile data contains the information that
allows user to customise their preferred default options for
services within the constraints of the subscription set by the
subscriber and retailer. The View Services facility is imple
mented in the Profile Manager which uses the usage context
and service subscription data to give the user visibility of
available services and their constraints or capabilities.
Session Manager is responsible for all aspects of invoking
and managing concurrent service sessions according to
subscription permissions and implements the use facility.
Session management includes the ability to monitor resource
usage and guard against adverse resource or service inter
actions. For example the session manager is responsible for
managing the conflict between a videophone incall when the
user has all the terminal resources currently occupied with a
Video-on-demand service.

Navigator is responsible for interacting with directories
40
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and DPE traders to search for references to resources avail

able from the DPE. Such resources may be a source of a
specific information item, for example a video-on-demand
little, or a specific service session or service factory. The
navigator implements the facility “enquire'.
Assistant implements the facility “assistance'. A number
of implementations are made which include form based
problem reporting, hypertext help, and direct videophone to
a human assistant deployed on its behalf of the retailer.
The SIBBS User Profile, Usage and Account, Service
Subscription and Usage Context are important because they
are persistent although may be inactive processes in Storage
when the agent is not in use. This is not generally true for
other SIBBs. These object components hold and manage key
data structures for service provisions which provide services
to other SIBBs and adaptors.
The following relates to Adaptors:
The Adaptors are self-configuring using data held in the
usage context, user profile and service Subscription. In this
example adaptors are implemented to Support heterogeneity
of terminals, applications, user interfaces, users and network
access points. The following are examples:
The Terminal Adaptor has different versions and configu
ration to support the difference between terminals based on
UNIX and those based on DOS operating systems.
The User Interface Adaptor has versions and configura
tion that Support different, popular user interfaces standards
such as X-windows and PC Windows.
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The Application Adaptor Supports different application
types residing on the terminal, for example equivalent
multimedia electronic mail products from different manu
facturers. This adaptor would also support different versions

26
user, terminal, application and NAP by employing the
appropriate choice and configuration of the AA adaptors
40 shown in FIG. 4. It is the implementation of these
components that gives the AA 107 the ability to maximise
of Software supplied by a Supplier.
5 the effectiveness of service provision and management.
The specialisation of the AA first encountered is the Initial
A NAP Adaptor accommodates the need for a user to
access the is service provision from a variety of network Agent 201. Because of the limited facilities available from
access types. Such as cellular radio telephone or a high this agent it requires only the adaptors 40 for terminal,
bandwidth fixed point.
user-interface and NAP and the SIBBs 41 Authenticator, and
The User Adaptor customises the AA to a specific user by 10 Assistant. The user is then in contact with an AA 107 which
reference to information held in the Usage Context and User will give a minimal set of facilities.
Profile Data that includes personal information and infor STEP507: this set can be increased or changed by the direct
mation about preferences for running a service expressed by
or indirect request of the user, for example by Submitting
the user. For instance, this might include filtering informa
the authentication details. This approach maximises the
tion provided to a non-technical user to exclude technical 15 responsiveness of the service provision to the user and
Subject matter.
minimises unnecessary consumption of the retailers’s
processing resources.
Example Mode of Operation
STEP 508: the user may now choose to submit usage
context, for example in the form of a user name and
Two aspects of a preferred mode of operation will be
password identifiers, for authorisation by the AA Initial
described. The first aspect is outcall service invocation,
Agent 201. (In another implementation the user identifiers
where a user requests a multimedia service session. The
Such as user name and password Submitted for authenti
second aspect is incall delivery where an end-user of an
cation
can be sent automatically by the TA 102 when the
existing service session requests the delivery of some aspect
Initial
Agent
is first contracted. This is the case when
of that service to another end-user, for example the request 25 the identifiers201
are
held in a memory device 1130 on the
to join a multimedia conference or delivery of multimedia
terminal 1101. This would be the preferred mode when
electronic mail.
the user has already logged on to a computer terminal.)
In some situations the user may wish to remain anony
Outcall Example
mous or prefer for a variety of reasons not to have the service
Referring to FIGS. 2, 4, 5, 10 and 11, the preferred mode 30 usage associated with any particular Subscription. In this
for an outcall request will now be described by reference to case the user can use the Anonymous AA 205 by requesting
a video on demand service. However, the way the AA 107 anonymous status via an Authenticate function in other AAs,
establishes the optimum service provision arrangements although usually the choice would be made from the Initial
with the user access arrangements is common to all AA Agent 201.
specialisations. In this mode the user would normally have 35 STEP509: from any other AA the request for the anonymous
a computer terminal Such as a personal computer, or a
AA205 results in the rebuilding of the anonymous AA by
adding, replacing or reconfiguring SIBBS 41 and adaptors
television with a user interface provided by a set-top-box.
40. For example the anonymous AA request results in
STEP 501: normally the user enters commands into the
reconfiguration of the User adaptor because the anony
terminal application 1120 Supporting the information
retailer environment.
40
mous service usage has not been associated with any
subscription data or user profile and is therefore set by
STEP 502: the terminal application 1120 then instructs the
TA 102 to request that the AA 107 presents the services
default. The coordinator 42 can now bring in additional
and facilities supported from the current combination of
SIBBs 41 such as The Accounter so the user can pay
charges and the Navigator so the user can use the Enquire
terminal and network configuration.
STEP503: the TA 102 sends a message across the distrib- 45 facility.
uted processing environment (DPE) to the AA 107 which
When the user has provided identification from the Initial
would be created or reactivated from storage on a network Agent 201 that has been authenticated by the retailer, the
node in Such a way as to consider use of computing Initial AA co-ordinator 42 adds in all the SIBBs versions that
resources and quality of service demands. This message will change the AA specialisation from an Initial AA to an
from the TA 102 includes information about the usage 50 End-User AA 202. For example the Profile Manger to
COInteXt.
manage Subscription data, Accounter so the end-user can
In this implementation the TA 102 gains information view charges (if permitted by the subscription), Session
about the network access point by dialogue with the network Manager to invoke service sessions and Navigator to pro
agents 110, information which can then be used if necessary vide enquire. Some components may be upgraded or recon
to establish and optimise the inter-operation of the terminal 55 figured by policy changes, for example the Assistant which
is present in the Initial Agent but usually in a less functional
applications with network resources.
STEP504: the AA 107 receives the NAP information from
form. The Profile Manager finds the subscription records
the TA 102. Alternatively, in other implementations the relating to the end-user and constructs a view of the avail
information about the network access point may reach the able services, their constraints and related user profile.
AA 107 direct from the network agents 110 at the request 60 STEP 510: the Services available are now returned from the
AA 107 to the TA 102 and presented to the user, for
of the TA 102, or at the request of the AA 107.
example on a visual display as a set of icons on a graphical
STEP 505: the usage context is used by the AA 107 to
self-configure as an Initial Agent 201.
user interface or as listed menu options.
STEP 506: the AA will negotiate with the TA 102 for the STEP 511; a user can now proceed to invoke a service or
terminal resources it requires to Support the proposed 65 facility Such as the video-on-demand service by selecting
configuration 201 of the AA. The AA is able to adapt
the icon corresponding to that service on their terminals
visual display. The AA SIBB component Session Man
service provision to the circumstances of the 10 specific
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ager is responsible for managing concurrent service ses
sions and will receive the invocation request and deter
mine how to fulfil this by contacting a SSA identified by
the Locator. This results in a message, sent via the DPE,
which would include information about how the service

28
STEP 704: in the case of a multimedia conference service

the called AA SIBB component Session Manager using
incall completion instructions held in the User Profile
Data establishes communication with the called TA 102'.
5

presentation should be optimised for the user and
Subscription, Such as the usage context, user profile pref
erences for the VoD service, constraints in the service

Subscription (e.g. film category restrictions) and other
factors that would be relevant to optimising the service
provision such as those described in relation to SSAS 109.
ASSA 109 is able to negotiate and adapt service provision
to the access circumstances of the user in an analogous way
as the AA by a co-ordinated inclusion and configuration of
appropriate adaptors 40 and SIBBs 41. The SSA 109 nego
tiates with the TA 102 in order to ensure appropriate
Software resources such as a video-on-demand application
are present or delivered to the terminal 1101 to support the
service session. In another implementation the user may
directly invoke a video-on-demand application residing on
the terminal 1101. In this case the user may not see th retail

10
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called user to the multimedia conference session

environment and service menus because the selection of the

video-on-demand service could be presumed by the terminal
agent and this message would be sent to the access agent
accordingly.
The SSA 109 also negotiates with the Network Agent 110
which eventually results in an appropriate connection
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between the terminal and video service resources so that the

user may interact to select a video, control video stream
delivery using fast-forward or pause for example, and
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receive the video stream.

Additionally the service session resources send account
ing data to the AA Accounter SIBB component so that
service usage can be billed to the subscriber. The subscriber
is able to view the charges and arrange payment for the VoD
session by using the Subscriber Agent 203.
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Incall Example
In the embodiment of the present invention described
above, only one Access Agent 107 is shown and described.
In practice, an Access Agent can be allocated to each user of
the system. In the case of incall to a user, the called user's
AA 107" has a key role in delivering the service output.
Referring to FIG. 7 in place of FIG. 5, the preferred mode
of operation is such that the calling user has a service session
that requires participation by, or information delivery to, the
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called user.

STEP 701: the calling user establishes a service session.
STEP 702: the calling user supplies to the Service Session
Agent 109 the identity of the called user.
STEP 703: this identity is adequate for the Service Session
Agent 109 to find the location of the called user’s AA
107", usually with the help of an object request broker.
Because the AA 107" has the responsible of delivering
services it maintains user profile information about how the
called user wants that particular service to be delivered. This
information will have been registered during earlier inter
action between the called user (or terminal only where
registration is automatic) and the Set Profile facility of the
Profile Manager SIBB component of the AA 107". For
example, if the service was multimedia electronic mail the
called user might want this delivered to an electronic
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letterbox, or in the case of a multimedia conference invita
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tion the incall might be delivered to the called user's
multimedia terminal in a business office.

STEP 705: in the preferred operation the terminal agent 102
is able to initiate appropriate terminal resources such as
the multimedia conference application to deliver the con
ference invitation sent by the Session Manger.
STEP 706: the called AA 107" may request an authentication
dialogue with the user if this was not automatically done
by the TA when communicating with the AA. Such a
dialogue may require that the AA adaptors and TA have
optimised their interaction capability.
STEP 707: if the called user accepts the invitation then the
called AA 107" is responsible for telling the Service
Session Agent 109 the arrangements that the called user
will be employing to participate or receive from the
service session. This includes the usage context.
STEP 708: the result is that the SSA 109 would join the
resources giving the called user the optimised service
provision for the user's access circumstances within the
management policies of the retailer.
In embodiments of the present invention, it is advanta
geous that an entity accessing the system can input data
causing the reconfigurable Software agent to make a transi
tion between configurations. Referring to FIG. 6, it may
however be preferable to limit the transitions which are
available. As shown in FIG. 6, configurations may be ranked
for instance according to the level of authentification
required. The Initial Agent configuration 201 will often have
a low level of authentification since this agent simply
provides the means for a user to kick off use of the service
provision system. The End-User Agent 202 requires a higher
level of authentification, since an authenticated end user is

potentially capable of incurring charges but could not for
instance trigger the provision of new services (Sales Agent
207) or alter charging rates (Manager Agent 206). By
ranking the configurations, so that multiple authentification
steps have to be gone through to reach Agent configurations
with increasing management functionality, additional pro
tection against significant fraudulent use of the system is
provided. By actually barring some transitions altogether,
such as between the Anonymous Agent 205 and any of the
Buyer 209, Provider 208 and Manger 206 Agents, protection
can also be improved.
As shown in FIG. 6, the Sales Agent 207 can provide a
reasonable “buffer between configurations of low function
ality and high functionality.
Although the specific embodiments described above
shows an infrastructure arranged in four domains, there may
be a different number of domains. For instance, the Service

Retailer and Service Provider domains 103,104 might be
"coalesced.
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The Access Agent 107 is used as an example in the
description above of an agents functionality and structure.
Each of the other agents associated with domains, the
Network, Terminal and Service Session Agents 106,101,
109, might have the same general structure, based on SIBBs,
Adaptors and a Co-ordinator. The objects themselves, for
instance the SIBBs, will of course need to be different
however.

Although inventive features of embodiments of the
present invention are set out in the claims, the following
paragraphs also set out inventive concepts.
A communications service provision system for providing
any one or more of a set of communications services to a
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user, in response to a user request, by means of a commu
nications network, the system comprising
i) an input for user requests
ii) a plurality of Software entities, each having data
processing capability, a datastore or access to a data
store, and communications capability for communicat
ing with others of said plurality of software entities for
use in initiating provision of a service over said net
work to a user, and at least one of said software entities
having a control output for signals for said initiation
wherein the system has means responsive to a user request
to enable one of said Software entities for response to inputs,
the enabled software entity having a default set of
capabilities, the default set including a reconfiguration capa
bility in response to further inputs to the enabled software
entity.
A system as above, wherein the capabilities of the enabled
software entity are determined at least in part by data
structures loaded in the software entity.
A system as above, wherein the enabled software entity
has access to a datastore for storing said data structures, and
the reconfiguration capability comprises modulation of the
set of data structures loaded in the software entity.
A system as above, wherein the software entities are
installed on communication nodes, either on the Smae or

different nodes, which nodes are provided with a distributed
computing environment for communication between the

30
of different software modules, in response to user
information received at the input, and to invoke and run

the executable said code provided by said selected

Set,

each Software module comprising at least one process step
with one or more associated rules, the behavior of the

10

15

code,

25

software entities.

A system as above, wherein communications between
software entities installed on different nodes are carried by
the communications network for providing services to a
user, according to a distributed processing environment
protocol stack established by said enviornment at each node.
A system as above, wherein the enabled software entity
initiates provisoin of a service by making transitions
between different sets of capabilities, and wherein transi
tions between one or more selected pairs of these sets are

30
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3. A service provision system according to claim 1

wherein the reconfigurable software agent is provided with
40

45

4. A service provision system according to claim 1
wherein at least one associated rule is reusable between
50
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software modules in that it can be loaded with respect to
more than one software module when the respective mod
ules are run during use of the system.
5. A service provision system according to claim 1
wherein: a group of the software modules provide service
independent building blocks in support of services to be
provided by the system.
6. A service provision system according to claim 1
wherein:

60

at least one of the Software modules provides adaptation
of the service provision system to operating constraints
and/or capabilities relevant to usage of the system by a
USC.

7. A service provision on system, for providing services

software modules which provide executable said
services, and

purpose of upgrading or modifying the service provision
system.

code to the agent for use in providing access to

wherein said reconfigurable agent is provided with means
to select a set of software modules from said plurality

an available set of software modules and adopts a recon
figuration at least partly by selecting modules from the set to

make available to run in use of the system and which further
comprises comprising means for changing the available
set of said plurality of different software modules for the

What is claimed is:

1. A service provision system, for providing services to a
user by means of one or more communications network(s).
wherein the service provision system comprises intelli
gent software agents in a computing environment,
which agents co-operate to provide access to services
for a system user by invoking and running executable
code, or code to be interpreted,
wherein at least one agent is a reconfigurable agent and
comprises an input for user information, and further
comprises or has access to a plurality of different

wherein at least one agent is a reconfigurable agent and
comprises an input for user information, and further
comprises or has access to a plurality of different
software modules which provide executable code to the
agent for use in providing access to services;
wherein said reconfigurable agent is provided with means
to select a set of software modules from said plurality
of different software modules, in response to user
information received at the input, and to invoke and run
the executable code provided by said selected set; and
wherein the reconfigurable agent adopts a first configu
ration in response to a user initiating use of the system,
by selecting an initial set of Software modules, and
reconfigures to a second configuration on receiving
data associated with the user, by selecting a Subsequent
set of software modules.

barred.

A method of providing one or more communications
services to a user by means of a communications network,
which method comprises the steps of
i) enabling a Software entity, in a community of Software
entities which together are capable of initiating service
provision to the user, to respond to a first user input,
ii) a response to a further user input, reconfiguring the
enabled software entity so as to charge its capabilities,
said reconfiguration being carried out by modifying a
set of data structures loaded in the software entity.
A method as above which further comprises storing a set
of data structures, selectively accessible by the enabled
Software entity so as to provide said reconfiguration.

system in use being determined at least in part by the
outcome of application of said one or more associated
rules in the process step, and
at least one of said one or more associated rules being
external to the Software modules and being loaded in a
relevant module when that module is run during use of
the system.
2. A service provision system for providing services to a
user by means of one or more communications network(s).
wherein the service provision system comprises intelli
gent Software agents in a computing environment,
which agents co-operate to provide access to services
for a system user by invoking and running executable

65

to a user by means of one more more communications
network(s),
wherein the service provision system comprises intelli
gent Software agents in a computing environment,
which agents co-operate to provide access to services
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for a system user by invoking and running executable
code, or code to be interpreted,
wherein at least one agent is a reconfigurable agent and
comprises an input for user information, and further
comprises or has access to a plurality of different

32
of different software modules, in response to user
information received at the input, and to invoke and run

software modules which provide executable said

code to the agent for use in providing access to ser
vices;

wherein said reconfigurable agent is provided with means
to select a set of software modules from said plurality
of different software modules, in response to user
information received at the input, and to invoke and run

the executable said code provided by said selected
set; and
wherein the reconfigurable software agent comprises, or

10

15

has access to, a plurality of Software modules, each
software module being provided with a data structure
and associated functionality, at least some of the dif
ferent configurations of the agent incorporating differ
ent respective sets of modules selected from said

selection and/or modification of other software mod

ules of said plurality between different configurations
of the agent.
11. A service provision system, for providing services to
a user by means of one or more communications network(s).
wherein the service provision system comprises intelli
gent software agents in a computing environment,
which agents co-operate to provide access to services
for a system user by invoking and running executable
code, or code to be interpreted,
wherein at least one agent is a reconfigurable agent and
comprises an input for user information, an further
comprises or has access to a plurality of different

modules provides a conflict resolution process for use
in resolving conflicts between requirements of software

modules of the same selected set.

12. A service provision system according to claim 10,
wherein

each Software module comprises at least one process step
25

system in use being determined at least in part by the
outcome of application of said one or more associated
rules in the process step: and
figurations is provided at least in part by modification
or Substitution of one or more associated rules of a

process step.

13. A service provision system according to claim 10
wherein
35

each Software module comprises at least one process step
with one or more associated rules, the behaviour of the

system in use being determined at least in part by the
outcome of application of said one or more associated
rules in the process step; and
40

said modification of the software modules between con

figurations is provided at least in part by addition of
subtraction of one or more rules to or from the asso
45

50
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ciated rules of a process step.
14. A service provision system, for providing services to
a user by means of one or more communications network(s).
wherein the service provision system comprises intelli
gent Software agents in a computing environment,
which agents co-operate to provide access to services
for a system user by invoking and running executable
code, or code to be interpreted,
wherein at least one agent is a reconfigurable agent and
comprises an input for user information, and further
comprises or has access to a plurality of different

software modules which provide executable said

code to the agent for use in providing access to

services.
60

wherein said reconfigurable agent is provided with means
to select a set of software modules from said plurality
of different software modules, in response to user
information received at the input, and to invoke and run

the executable said code provided by said selected

set; and

code to the agent for use in providing access to ser

wherein said reconfigurable agent is provided with means
to select a set of software modules from said plurality

with one or more associated rules, the behaviour of the

said modification of the software modules between con
30

software modules which provide executables said

vices;

tive sets of modules selected from said plurality, at least
one of the Software modules providing selection and/or
modification of other software modules of said plurality
between different configurations of the agent; and

wherein at least one of said plurality of software

plurality at least one of the software modules pro
viding provides adaptation of the service provision

system to operating constraints and/or capabilities rel
evant to usage of the system by a user, and
wherein said adaptation of the service provision system is
in response to real-time operating constraints and/or
capabilities relevant to usage of the system by a user.
8. A service provision system according to claim 7
wherein said adaptation is in respect of language.
9. A service provision system according to claim 6
wherein said adaptation is in respect of a filter or translator
of information provided by the system to the user.
10. A service provision system for providing services to a
user by means of one or more communications network(s).
wherein the service provision system comprises intelli
gent software agents in a computing environment,
which agents co-operate to provide access to services
for a system user by invoking and running executable
code, wherein at least one agent is a reconfigurable
agent having an input for user information and
comprises, or has access to, a plurality of different
software modules which provide executable code to the
agent for user in providing access to services,
at least two configurations of the agent incorporating
different respective sets of modules selected from said
plurality,
wherein at least one of the software modules provides

the executable said code provided by said selected
set; and
wherein at least one of the reconfigurable software agent
comprises software modules provides selection and/or
has access to, a plurality of modification of others of
the software modules, each software module being
provided with a data structure and associated
functionality, at least some of the between different
configurations of the agent incorporating and
wherein at least one of said plurality of different respec

wherein the reconfigurable software agent comprises, or
65

has access to, a plurality of Software modules, each
software module being provided with a data structure
and associated functionality, at least some of the dif
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ferent configurations of the agent incorporating differ
ent respective sets of modules selected from said

34
20. A service provision system according to claim 1
wherein services made available by use of the system are

plurality at least one software module of the plurality
providing provides conflict resolution functionality

information services.

for use in co-ordinating presence of other software

5

modules in a selected set.

15. A service provision system according to claim 1
wherein data input to the system in use, by a user, comprises
calling entity identification data, identifying a calling entity
accessing the system, and the configuration adopted by the
reconfigurable software agent is determined at least in part
by reference to the calling identity identification data.
16. A service provision system, for providing services to
a user by means of one or more communications network(s).
wherein the service provision system comprises intelli
gent software agents in a computing environment,
which agents co-operate to provide access to services
for a system user by invoking and running executable
code, or code to be interpreted,
wherein at least one agent is a reconfigurable agent and
comprises an input for user information, and further
comprises or has access to a plurality of different

software modules which provide executable said

code to the agent for use in providing access to ser

10

15

software modules which provide executable said
code to the agents for use in providing access to

services.

the executable said code provided by said selected
set; and

25
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40

45

50

services.
at least Some of the different configurations of the agent
incorporating different respective sets of modules
Selected from said plurality, and
wherein the configuration adopted by the reconfigurable
software agent determines that the functionality of the
system includes means for accepting payment data
from the calling entity in advance of service provision
by means of the system.
18. A service provision system according to claim 1
wherein the system comprises at least two reconfigurable
intelligent Software agents, each reconfigurable agent being
associated with a respective user of the system.
19. A service provision system according to claim 1
wherein the intelligent Software agents are constructed
according to object-oriented technology.

software modules which provide executable said

code to the agent for use in providing access to

wherein said reconfigurable agent is provided with means
to select a set of software modules from said plurality
of different software modules, in response to user
information received at the input, and to invoke and run

vices;

at least Some of the different configurations of the agent
incorporating different respective sets of modules
selected from said plurality,
wherein data input to the system in use, by a user,
excludes calling entity identification data, identifying a
calling entity accessing the system, and the configura
tion adopted by the reconfigurable software agent
determines that the functionality of the system includes
means for providing cost data to the calling entity in
advance of service provision by means of the system.
17. A service provision system, for providing services to
a user by means of one or more communication network(s).
wherein the service provision system comprises intelli
gent software agents in a computing environment,
which agents co-operate to provide access to services
for a system user by invoking and running executable
code, or code to be interpreted,
wherein at least one agent is a reconfigurable agent and
comprises an input for user information, and further
comprises or has access to a plurality of different

21. A service provision system, for providing Serivces to
a user by means of one or more communications network(s).
wherein the service provision system comprises intelli
gent Software agents in a computing environment,
which agents co-operate to provide access to services
for a system user by invoking and running executable
code, or code to be interpreted,
wherein at least one agent is a reconfigurable agent and
comprises an input for user information, and further
comprises or has access to a plurality of different
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wherein the reconfigurable agent has a plurality of dif
ferent configurations available to it, and can reconfig
ure to make transitions between configurations of said
plurality, during use of the system, and direct transi
tions between predetermined pairs of the configurations
being unavailable.
22. A service provision system according to claim 1
wherein the reconfigurable agent can adopt either one of a
first and a second configuration, the first configuration
providing a low level of functionality only and the second
configuration providing a higher level of functionality, the
second configuration only being selected and loaded for use
after a user complies with an authentification step of the first
configuration.
23. A service provision system according to claim 22
wherein, in the first configuration, the functionality com
prises authentification and assistance only.
24. A service provision system for making information
services available by means of one or more communications
network(s), and for managing the provision of Such services,
the service provision system comprising receiving means
for receiving a user request for access to functionality
provided by the system, data processing means for
processing data associated with a user input, and means
for making service provision or management function
ality available to the user in response to the user
request, in accordance with data processed by the
processing means,
wherein the functionality made available to a user is
determined at least in part by data processed by the
processing means,
the service provision system comprising intelligent Soft
ware agents in a computing environment, which agents
cooperate to Support a response to a user request by the
system, at least one of the agents being reconfigurable
to modify said functionality made available in response
to data processed by the processing means,
wherein each reconfigurable agent has available to it a
plurality of software modules, and
wherein the system comprises means to reconfigure each
reconfigurable agent by selecting and loading a differ
ent set of said plurlatiy of software modules so as to
rebuild said agent in a new configuration.
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25. A service provision system according to claim 24
wherein at least Some of said Software modules comprise
service independent building blocks.
26. A service provision system according to claim 25
wherein at least one of the agents is provided with data and
functionality relevant to service access control.
27. A service provision system according to claim 26
wherein the service access control agent is reconfigurable in
response to data associated with a user input to modify
access control functionality of the system.
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28. A service provision system according to claim 26
wherein the service access control agent is reconfigurable so
as to change service management functionality available to
the user.

29. Service access apparatus for providing access to
communications services to a user in a service provision
system according to claim 1, the apparatus itself comprising
a said self reconfigurable Software agent.
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